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E Komo Mai / Welcome to Island Sharks Bean to Bar       
Chocolate Tasting Guide!

In this delicious guide, you will learn to taste and differentiate bean to bar chocolate from 
industrial chocolate while exploring your sensory perception. Help hack humanities obsession 
with bean to bar chocolate by indulging in your own! 

The info here will also give you a basic understanding of how to be a chocolate sommelier 
and host chocolate tastings.  With this guide downloadable for free on your device or pur-
chased for reference,, you will be ready to describe flavors and aromas while tasting bean to 
bar chocolate, like a pro, -- whether alone or while guiding others. 

Island Sharks Chocolate History 

Aloha from Hawai’i! 
Our 3 partners, Erin, Ethan and Bob have been freinds and family respectively for a com-
bined 40+ years.  Add a dash of Erin Sharkey’s pioneering cacao farmer father Tom Sharkey, 
owner of Hilo Sharks Coffee and you have a recipe for chocolate making success.  
 
In the begining we had all learned from each other as our backgrounds were different. Bob 
was a business man and kept us in gear and focused on providing as much delicious craft 
chocolate to the world as possible.  Erin had been mentoring Ethan, in many Hilo based choc-
olate making techniques.  Having learned partly from his father’s own Wonka-esque tendin-
cies, Erin has heartfully exploded the Hawaiian chocolate renaissance. In January of 2020 
he introduce this brand, a second, based on his family’s name and 2 generations in Hawaiian 
cacao. 
 
As a small child, Ethan / this author visited the Hershey’s chocolate factory in Pennsylvania (my 
homestate) but was too young to remember much more than free samples.  Rediscovering these 
aromas and tastes in the Sharkey’s Hawaiian chocolate farm decades later, helped me get in 
touch with the child within.  That child - like joy, which inspired me to pass on my aloha in this 
book. comes, from the chocolate I pick and make with my expert business partners. 
 
After much restructing, rediscovering and rejuvenating we are proud to present Island 
Sharks Single - Origin Bean to Bar Chocolate. Visit us at www.islandsharks.com 
 
Having explored hundreds of chocolate bars yearly, we invite you to now do the same:

TRY SOME OF OUR HAWAI’I GROWN BEAN TO BAR CHOCOLATE ALONG WITH THIS BOOK! 
 
Any bean to bar chocolate would be suitable. In this text, are some of the flavor mapping tools 
we use to create your favorite Hawaiian and other Single-Origin Chocolate Bar profiles. 

Anywhere you see a chocolate with the Hawaiian Islands 
on it, there will be an important tip about chocolate tast-
ing!  For example;
 Your tastebuds sense taste differently throughout the 
day!
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I. A Brief History of Chocolate

Cacao and chocolate was first cultivated in Ecuador 2,300 years before the Mayans in 
Mexico. This was just discovered in 2018.  Previously it was thought that the Mayans had 
the oldest cacao culture — it was conquered by the Spanish in the 1600’s and lost to 
history. (Fiegl, 2008)

Spain, becamoe was the first culture to add sugar. They maintained cacao as beverage.

Alkalyzing cocoa began in 1828 in Amsterdam by Coenrad Van Houten.. 
 
The chocolate bar was invented in 1847 in England by Joseph Fry.

Chocolat Bonnat began making the first bean-to-bar chocolate in France in 1884

Hershey’s became a household name by giving chocolate to every US army soldier in 
WWII.

In 2007, the craft chocolate movement takes off in America with Askinosie Chocolates.

The  first bean - to -bar chocolate tasting ebook is released online in 2019

II. Using your 5 Senses

1. Smell

When sensing aromas of chocolate, 3 things are important:

1. Packaging - Hopefully the packaging will seal-in the fine aromas.. Otherwise, it implies 
aroma is dispersing out which can happen with cheaper packing materials like com-
postable plastics. If the aroma has vacated its packaging thorougly, you may not fully 
experience the bean’s entire flavor profile..

2. Dispersal - Smell the bar after its broken and before placing in your mouth. Note 
aromas be sent into the air and how they differ when it is bitten and sealed in your 
mouth. I advise no other smells in the room, including perfume, food / drink or other.

3. While Melting - Fine cacao aromas will have a bouquet that “opens” or disperses 
(while melting in your mouth).  Flavors are slowly released as the chocolate melts over 
time.  Detect the aromatic and taste change as the chocolate melts over an unset time.  

Cacao is different than cocoa because it less processed. 
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 2. Taste

Note the tastes on your tongue. Looking at one of the flavor maps in this book can help 
you differentiate tastes from aromas and also to identify aromas, versus taste.  

When melting a piece of chocolate in your mouth, spread it to every portion of your 
mouth. This will allow for a more mindful flavor-evolution or detection of the aromatic 
‘bouquet’.  This process is considered ‘chocolate tasting’. Don’t forget to bite and chew a 
piece as well as this can lead to a different experience entirely! Once melted and chewed 
seperate pieces you will have “tasted” the chocolate.  It is advisable to clean your palette 
before melting a piece and before chewing a piece.  Please note you are not eating it!

3. Touch / Texture

Use your fingers! Bean to bar chocolate texture is a tempered one. If done correctly, it 
will leave no trace of chocolate on your finger tips.. If it is out of temper, it may be off 
texture, color, and/or mouthfeel too. Check your finger tips first.

The temper can also be detected by the mouth.  Out of temper chocolate may be fragile, 
crumbly or bendy.  Bean to bar chocolate is commonly known for its silky smootheness. 
Once the chocolate has fully dissolved in the mouth you have “tasted it”.

4. Listen

“Snap!”

If the bar breaks with an audible “snap” it is likely to be in proper temper.  Keep in mind 
that shipping and shelf-life could affect a bar’s ability to snap and only reflects nega-
tively on shipping and distributing methods.  A good chocolate bar distributor / store 
will never let their bars go out of temper, as it effects the color too, and may effect the 
flavor.  Sometimes our mis-care for chocolate can cause it to loose its “snap” too. 

5. Look

The bar should have a visible shine.  Take into consideration the look of the packaging 
(the shape it’s in) and the artistry of the mould of the bar too.  

Your opinions are valid on the the look of the packaging and everything! You are the 
consumer here, so make sure you share your opinions and back them up with some 
reasoning, substantial evidence and reproducible data.

Chocolate comes from the Ancient Mayan word 
“xocolatl”, which means “bitter water”.



III. Island Sharks Chocolate Tasting
  
Palettes must begin clean. 
 
Cleanse your palette with:

Un-dyed pickled ginger 
Water
Plain Bread
Fruit Pectin

The olfactory nerves in your nose cannot detect tastes, only aromas. Also, did you 
know your taste buds cannot detect aroma, only tastes?

Flavor cannot accurately define taste or aroma.  Taste and aroma combined, 
define the flavor, of bean-to-bar chocolate.  

Keep in mind at all times that different parts of the tongue have different taste 
buds with different receptors. 
 
When tasting chocolate, make sure you clean your palettes in between each bar.  
Otherwise, when tasting, flavors from different bars, you may mix up the nuances 
of each unique chocolate bar.

IV. Flavor Maps / Flavor Wheels

Flavor maps or flavor wheels are used to show the frequency, types or even pre-
velance of flavors of any food or drink. Here are 3 different kinds to inspect:

Figure 1 - Flavor Network (Yong-Yeol, Ahnert, Bagrow, Barabasi, 2011) 
 Maps flavors on a chemical level to show common occurrence in foods. 
  
Figure 2 - Coffee Flavor and Aroma Wheel (ISIC, 2019) 
 Note the differences between aromas (nose) and taste (taste buds).

Figure 3 - 100% Cacao Pulp AND Chocolate Flavor Wheel 
 Shows the full flavor range of Hawaiian Theobroma Cacao beans. 

Remember, everyone's tastebuds are different.

Your tasting palette.
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Fig. 2 - Coffee Tastes and 
Aromas Wheel

Fig. 3 - 100% Cacao Pulp
and Chocolate Flavor 
Wheel 

V. Tasting Sheet (Next Page)



Remember texture is not flavor some words like, 
creamy may be both.  Also, chocolate tasting 
schools will have different ways to rank, 
categorize and formalize flavors and aromas.

Copyright Free. Please Copy and Share!



Cacao Flower at 400 ft. A 20 year old forestero hybrid allures mates and midges to make love in Papaikou, Hawai’i. 
2019. Photo by @Ashtonmiyako



VI. Origins / Terroir Facts

Chocolate and cacao tastes different depending on where it is grown. 
 
Cacao can grow in many countries and has up to 14,000 varieties. (Henein, 2013)

Out of over 4 million tons of cacao a year sold, 75% comes from West Africa in areas where child-labor laws have 
been broken for over 3 generations. 60 years later, the US Senate has written a bill to ban chocolate imported by 
manufacturers like Hershey’s and Nestle, who are known by many for their human rights violations. (Whoriskey, July, 
2019)

It is common for bean-to-bar chocolate makers to use ethical cacao from countries like Ecuador, Vietnam, Dominican 
Republic, Peru and even Hawai’i, USA.
  

VII. F.A.Q.

Where does cacao come from?
Cacao comes from a tree called Theobroma Cacao.  The cacao is the bean that is inside the fruit / pod (or drupe) that 
grows on the tree. It is the main ingredient in chocolate

How is chocolate made?
Chocolate is made by processing cacao beans, fresh from their “pod”, into micron sized cacao bean solids floating in 
melted solution of cacao butter. Sugar is added and melanged until its smooth as the chocolate. 

Cacao tastes different depending on the origin, 
fermentation, roast and grind.

Hand-Cracked Pod on Tom Sharkey’s Cacao Farm. Photo by @Ashtonmiyako



What is the difference between cacao and cocoa?
Cocoa is a more consumer ready and processed form of cacao.

Is chocolate really good for you?
Cacao that is unprocessed is great for you.

What is White Chocolate?
White Chocolate is term that the “Big Chocolate” manufacturers pushed legislation for. It was previously illegal to call 
anything with less than 10% cacao, chocolate until they started lobbying.

What is the craft-chocolate movement or chocolate revolution?
The term craft chocolate means chocolate that is carefully crafted from bean-to-bar.  

What is bean to bar chocolate?
Bean to bar chocolate is chocolate that is made directly from the bean.  All other chocolate, or “industrial” chocolate, is 
reconstituted from cocoa butter, cocoa powder, refined white sugar, emulsifyer, corn-syrup and even parafin wax.

VIII. How to host your own chocolate tasting

Be deliberate. Have a tasting OR a pairing. They are 2 very different things. 

Having business cards is STILL relevant in 2020’s digital age. Make sure to actually give them to your guests!

Think longterm and short-term.  It may be something you do in 5 years or for the next 5 years.  With some good 
chocolate, you will be hosting and tasting chocolate for many, many happy years. 
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$10.00 is an average price to pay for some of the best bean-to-bar chocolate.  One bar can be shared with dozens of 
people.  In fact, smaller pieces of chocolate are way easier to taste then bigger pieces so, be prepared to keep a stash 
in advance.  
 
Considering if your guests will recieve take home gifts. If so, make sure you include your costs in the price of entry. 
$35.00 per person, is an appropriate price to pay for a formal and in-depth guided chocolate tasting. Your price will 
increase for a chocolate pairing.  There are a lot more costs associated with a pairing.

Do your accounting and don’t buy too much,  Instead, focus on getting your guests to stop eating the chocolate and 
start savoring it.  The more they savor it, the more they taste it. .   
 
Thoughtfully brining cacao beans, pods, nibs, powder and other forms of cacao helps your clients create a real-world 
understanding of this ancient plant. 

Hosting: 

Venue - Make sure its a place you are comfortable at with good customer service.  Getting extra cups or napkins last 
minute can create stress.  If doing in home, make sure no dishes or cleaning need to be done during the tasting.  Pos-
sible other venues may include:
 

Make sure to taste the chocolate with 
your guests and have fun together!
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Cafe’s / Coffee Shops
Co-Working Spaces
Food / Beverage / Cultural / Music Festivals
Libraries 

Place Setting - Put copies of the Hawaii Chocolate Review Tasting Sheet to guests. Simply print out 1 copy per person 
per chocolate.
 
Expectations - Don’t expect people to remember everything you say. Keep your info simple as possible so all your 
knowledge is accessible to their curious brains.  

Pace - Make sure your guests are participating by actively listening to them.  Introductions are ice-breakers and can 
help to set a steady pace for your guests and you to share and express your findings professionally. 

Music - Music is known to alter flavor perception!  Choose wisely or use none at all. 

Lighting - Make sure the tasting room is well light.  Use the lights to set a mood that will support an inner focus and 
concentration.

Notes -  Allow yourself to take notes too. Mention to your guests that note taking is a great way to compare results.. 

Pairing - If you are pairing wine, cheese, fruit or sake (whiskey is great too) just be clear that it WILL alter the 
tasting experience.  Tasting chocolate with anything else is very appealing.  Maybe insert pairing into your chocolate 
tasting agenda. Simply guide guests to taste the fine chocolate back to back with other foods and beverages. 

#Iheartcacao . Photo by @Ashtonmiyako



Advertising - Make sure to let your guests know about your upcoming events.  Get them connected to your social me-
dia (including Linkedin). Have a hashtag ready for your event. I use #chocolate_islands, #stayhomewithchocolate and 
#veganchocolate.  Ask your guests to use YOUR hashtag when promoting chocolate tastings or pairings.  

Mahalo for reading! 
 
For more, please follow us @IslandSharksChocolate on Instagram and Facebook.  Sign up to our email list for the 
latest in Hawaiian Bean To Bar Chocolate at our website, and visit our online store at www.IslandSharksChocolate.
com Aloha.

Island Sharks Chocolate 
Ethan Swift
On Instagram @Hawaiichocolatereview
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